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Background
Basel ll
The Basel II regulatory framework significantly increased the resilience of the banking system, but
proved ineffective in preventing the 2008/9 financial crisis.

Basel lll
Basel III introduced the new measures to increase the quality and level of capital, focusing on
common equity tier 1 capital.

Capital Conservation Buffer
It serves as an extra cushion on top of minimum capital requirements to make banks more resilient
in the current volatile global financial sector. It introduces a maximum dividend test for banks.

Countercyclical Capital Buffer
In the event of a build-up of systemic risk due to excess aggregate credit growth, the regulator
should enforce this buffer.
The main objective is to build up an extra buffer in good times that can serve as a cushion and be
drawn down to absorb losses in bad times. In that way it helps to address the pro-cyclicality of
capital requirements.

Basel 3
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Capital Conservation Buffer


Ensures that banks build up capital buffers above the
regulatory minimum in highly profitable times which
can be drawn down in periods of stress.



A capital conservation buffer of 2.5% above the
regulatory minimum capital requirement would be
required from banks, consisting solely of CET 1
capital.



If a bank breaches this buffer and falls within the
range of this buffer, constraints would be put in place
on the distribution of earnings to ensure that banks
build up this buffer again before redistributing profits.
Banks would be able to conduct business as normal
when the buffer is breached as no constraints would
be put on the operation of the bank, but only on the
distribution of funds.
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Common Equity Tier 1
Ratio
4.5% - 5.125%
> 5.125% - 5.750%
> 5.750% - 6.375%
> 6.375% - 7.0%
>7.0%

Minimum capital conservation
ratio (expressed as % of
earnings)
100%
80%
60%
40%
0%

Countercyclical Capital Buffer


Responsibility of the national authority (SARB) to
monitor credit growth and make assessments on
whether there is excess aggregate credit growth
that is associated with a build-up of system-wide
risk.



Given this assessment by the national authority, it
should use judgement whether to deploy the CCB
or not.



Judgment should further be applied on whether the
buffer should increase, decrease or stay
unchanged over time.

Common Equity Tier 1
Ratio

Minimum capital conservation
ratio (expressed as % of
earnings)

The national authority should also be prepared to
remove the buffer when appropriate. Conceptually
this should coincide with the period of distress
following the build-up of any credit bubble.

4.5% - 5.75%
> 5.75% - 7.00%
> 7.00% - 8.25%
> 8.25% - 9.50%
>9.50%

100%
80%
60%
40%
0%
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Comparison

Common Equity Tier 1
Ratio
4.5% - 5.125%
> 5.125% - 5.750%
> 5.750% - 6.375%
> 6.375% - 7.0%
>7.0%

Minimum capital conservation
ratio (expressed as % of
earnings)
100%
80%
60%
40%
0%

Capital Conservation Buffer
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Common Equity Tier 1
Ratio
4.5% - 5.75%
> 5.75% - 7.00%
> 7.00% - 8.25%
> 8.25% - 9.50%
>9.50%

Minimum capital conservation
ratio (expressed as % of
earnings)
100%
80%
60%
40%
0%

Capital Conservation Buffer &
Countercyclical Capital Buffer

Guidelines for Countercyclical Capital Buffer
Decisions
Capital

Macroenvironment

Capital is one of the most expensive forms of funding and it is therefore crucial
that financial institutions build up these defences as they may have the benefit of
moderating excessive credit growth when financial and economic conditions are
volatile.

The CCB proposal aims to assist in the process of building up these defences to
ensure that the financial sector capital requirements take account of the macrofinancial environment in which they operate.
LOREM IPSUM DOLOR

Consistent
Internationally

It should be stressed that the CCB must be viewed as internationally consistent
This is dummy text it is not here to be read. The is just text to
instrument
the you
disposal
of national
authorities
to ensure
showat
where
could insert
text. This
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it is not a more resilient
financial
environment.
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System-wide
risk

Deployment
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The buffer should be deployed when national authorities sense a build-up of
system-wide risk associated with excess aggregate credit growth to ensure
that the
banks
haveDOLOR
sufficient capital buffers to cover the potential future losses
LOREM
IPSUM
when the economic cycle turns.
This is dummy text it is not here to be read. The is just text to
show where you could insert text. This is dummy text it is not
The buffer
would be deployed on an infrequent basis, perhaps only once every
here to be read. This is dummy text it is not here to be read.
10 to 20 years,
as text
thetofocus
on aggregate
credit
The is just
show is
where
you could insert
text.growth. Internationally

active banks would however be required to carry smaller buffers on a more
frequent basis as business cycles between different jurisdictions in which they
have credit exposures, would not always be highly correlated.

Common reference guide and principles to
promote sound decisions

1

Protection
Buffer decisions should be guided by the objectives to be achieved by the buffer, namely to protect the
banking system against potential future losses when excess credit growth is associated with an increase in
system-wide risk.

2

Common reference point
The credit/GDP guide is a useful common reference point in taking buffer decisions. It does not need to
play a dominant role in the information used by authorities to take and explain buffer decisions. Authorities
should explain the information used, and how it is taken into account in formulating buffer decisions.

3
4
5
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Assess information criteria
Assessments of the information contained in the credit/GDP guide and any other guides should be mindful
of the behaviour of the factors that can lead them to give misleading signals.

Buffer release
Promptly releasing the buffer in times of stress can help to reduce the risk of the supply of credit being
constrained by regulatory capital requirements.

Macro prudential tools
The buffer is an important instrument in a suite of macro prudential tools at the disposal of the authorities.

Communication & Calculation
Communication
•

Pre-announcement of 12 months from
the national authority for the deployment
of the buffer.

•

This would ensure that banks have
enough time to meet the new raised
capital requirements before it takes
effect.

•
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The release of the buffer would
generally be immediately effective to
help reduce the constraint on credit
supply due to increased regulatory
capital requirements.

Calculation Methodology
•

The buffer that would be held by an
internationally active bank would reflect
the geographic composition of a
bank’s credit exposures.

•

Their CCB add-on would be calculated
as a weighted average of the add-ons
being applied in the different jurisdictions
that they have exposures in.

•

This process would ensure that a bank
loan to a private sector entity will attract
the same buffer requirement in any
given jurisdiction, irrespective of the
providing bank’s location.

SARB Implementation Framework
CET 1 Capital
Requirement

Tier 1 Capital
Requirement

Total Capital
Requirement

BCBS Basel III minima

4.50%

6.00%

8.0%

Phased in from 1 January
2013

South African minima

4.50%

6.00%

8.0%

Phased in from 1 January
2013

A1>= 50% of P2A

A2>= 75% of P2A

P2A (<=2.0%)

Phased in from 1 January
2013

4.5% + A1

6.0% + A2

8.0% + P2A

Phased in from 1 January
2013

Bank-specific ICR add-on (Pillar 2B)

B1 = 50% of ICR

B2 = 75% of ICR

ICR

South African minima (prudential
minima)

4.5% + A1 + B1

6.0% + A2 + B2

8.0% +P2A +ICR

Domestic Systemically-Important Bank
capital add-on (0% to 2.5%)

C1 = min(1% or 50% of
DSIB)

C2 = min(1.5% or 75%
of DSIB)

DSIB (max of 2.5%)

Phased in from 1 January
2016

Conservation buffer range (0% - 2.5%)

D1 = 100% of CB

D2 = 100% of CB

CB (<=2.5%)

Phased in from 1 January
2016

E1 = 100% of CCB

E2 = 100% of CCB

CCB

Phased in from 1 January
2016

7.0% + B1 + E1
+ min(2.0% or (A1 +
C1))

8.5% + B2 + E2
+ min(2.5% or (A2 +
C2))

Capital Tiers

Systemic risk add-on
South African base minima

Countercyclical buffer range (0% to 2.5%)
SA minima including countercyclical
buffer, conservation buffer and D-SIB
requirements
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Effective date

Fully effective 1 January
2013
Phased in from 1 January
2013

10.5% + ICR + CCB
+ min (3.5% or
Max = 16.5% +ICR
(P2A + DSIB))

Capital Adequacy Ratio for the SA banking sector
17%
17%
16%
16%
15%
15%
14%
14%
13%
13%
12%
12%
11%
11%
10%

Dec-13

Nov-13

Oct-13

Sep-13

Jul-13

Jun-13

May-13

Apr-13

Mar-13

Feb-13

Total Capital-Adequacy Ratio

Regulatory Tier 1 Capital-Adequacy Ratio

CET 1 Capital-Adequacy Ratio

Max required (excl. CCB & ICR)

Max required (excl. ICR)
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Aug-13

Jan-13

Build-up indicators: Exploring options
• A key element of the Basel III proposal was the identification of a set of
variables, within a jurisdiction, to assess whether there was significant risk that
credit had grown to excessive levels (BCBS, 2009). The proposal asserted that
the countercyclical capital buffer (CCB) be deployed when these variables
breached pre-defined thresholds, benchmark buffer requirements would then
be activated.
• Basel committee suggested that the Credit-to-GDP gap be used as a common
reference point, the SARB has since been monitoring the overall Credit-to-GDP
gap as well as sector specific Credit-to-GDP gaps.
• Main criticisms against Credit-to-GDP gap is that it is lagging the economic
cycle. It is critical that the buffer be accumulated during upward phase.

Country

France

Germany

Italy

Japan

Spain

UK

US

South
Africa

Correlation with
real GDP growth

-0.61

0.07

-0.32

-0.26

-0.43

-0.72

-0.23

-0.27

Source: Beck et al. (2009)
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Build-up indicators: SA Credit-to-GDP gap

12 months
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Build-up indicators: SA Credit-to-GDP gap
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Build-up indicators: Advances to the domestic
private sector
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Build-up indicators: New passenger vehicles sold
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Build-up indicators: Absa House Price Index
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Build-up indicators: Building Plans Passed
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Build-up indicators: Correlation with the business cycle
0.6

0.53
0.48
0.39

0.39

Number of new passenger
vehicles sold

Absa House Price Index

0.3

0

-0.27
-0.3
Credit-to-GDP gap
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Advances to domestic
private sector

Number of building plans
passed

Release indicators: Loan growth and non-performing loans
for the South African banking sector
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Conclusion: Please try this at home
1. Pick a portfolio – entire book or product
2. Define historical periods of stress
3. Plot macro economic factors
4. See which factors provide lead indicators to periods of stress
5. Challenge the variables
•

Stability

•

False triggers

•

Underlying causal effect

6. Challenge your risk appetite
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